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the term bokeh, which in japanese literally means blurring, has been introduced into the film,
photography and computer graphics industries to describe these particular out-of-focus blur

characteristics. it is determined mainly by the shape of the camera lens and can be best seen on out-of-
focus highlights which assume the shape of the lens aperture. a lens with few aperture diaphragm

blades, say 5, tends to produce pentagonal highlights, whereas a lens with more aperture blades, say
7-8, tends to produce rounder heptagonal/octagonal highlights. ultimately, a higher number of aperture
blades will produce more circular highlights. dof pros advanced tools enable you to control the shape,

size, intensity and location of your bokeh. in addition to the quality factor of your current bokeh, you can
use the focus map and the blur amount to get control over your bokeh. the focus map provides a preview

of your current bokeh and can be used as a creative tool to create different bokeh shapes or to blur a
certain part of the image. blur amount can be used to soften the bokeh, or to increase or decrease the

size or intensity of the bokeh. the focus map and blur amount also have the ability to recover a lot of lost
bokeh quality. dof pros advanced noise tools takes your images from a realistic to a photorealistic level.
dof pros powerful bokeh rendering engine takes your images from a realistic to a photorealistic level. dof
pro implements several standard and creative effects, such as blurring the background, defocusing the

subject and varying the size of the aperture. in addition to these effects, dof pro implements a few
specific creative effects: the impulse blur effect, the dog (deblur by optonics) effect, and the lens (lens

correction by optonics) effect. they are all based on the same image noise reduction algorithm, known as
the optonics deblur algorithm.
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